Ishmael and Isaac Bodies, and Hope Before Us

There are two brothers in Australia with whom I have communication, and recently received emails from both of them. I will share from these, and the first is from a man that I do not hear from on a frequent basis. But both of these brothers’ emails happened to address the same subject, but at different levels of application. First is an email from Jim in northeast Australia.

I was interested about your story of taking Rebekah with you. Does remind me of the story of Rebekah and Isaac in Gen25v28: “Isaac loved Esau, because he did eat his venison, but Rebekah loved Jacob.” Also v23: “the elder shall serve the younger.” But naturally Isaac was feeding his own human nature, and would have given the birthright and the blessing to the wrong son. Therefore his eyes grew dim. Not just naturally, but spiritually. So it was only Rebekah’s intervention that saved the day. Also it was Rebekah who warned Jacob to flee so that he would not be killed by Esau (Gen27v41 to v46).

But to start with, Abraham’s servant asked God to guide him to find a bride for Isaac—a petition that was answered (Gen24v10 to v12 to v14, v15 to v21). So Isaac’s bride was also the one who was given the vision to see Jacob as the true offspring of the spirit, and Esau as the flesh. So I suppose that we must keep our own flesh crucified or kept in subjection to the spirit or Jacob nature. Esau, or our old firstborn Esau nature, is ever trying to have dominion over the spiritual Jacob nature (Gen27v40).

As noted by Jim, this is most certainly true regarding our daily walk where we have to buffet our flesh and not serve it. And, this is indeed a daily and even moment-by-moment requirement on our part. But the reality is, what we have to have is to get out of these bodies and enter into the body that is born from above. THIS is the true “Jacob” that we have to possess. But how can we today possess that body unless we practice putting off the flesh while in this present state? We have to live for the Spirit, and not for the flesh. Why should we receive a spiritual body if we live by and for the fleshly body? By our actions we will prove our worthiness to enter into the heavenly at the last trumpet.

And now, also speaking on this matter of Jacob is the Aussie, Rian Burger, whom I have spoken of before. And there is an interesting fact about this Bride brother, and that is he was actually born in Africa, in South Africa. His family moved to Australia in 1993. And interestingly, apartheid has its beginning in 1948 (when I was born and the Latter Rain Movement began), and Mandela became president in 1994 (when Bride began). Here is what Rian shared, and adds yet another vital level/element to this matter of Jacob. Furthermore, I find it interesting that the other Aussie’s name is “Jim.”
I looked up the name “Jim,” as I did not know what it meant, but was quite intrigued when I found out it meant “supplanter.” There’s obviously a strong connection here with Jacob and Rebekah, especially in light of you [Gary] seeing Jim [McManus] as the Rebekah you are to take with you in order to have success. I know there is mostly a negative association with supplanter in relation to Jacob, but since supplanter actually means “to trip up or to overthrow,” I can’t help but wonder about the amazing connection this has with Africa, as what we need is indeed success. But to get that success we need Satan’s kingdom overthrown. He/she needs to be tripped up and overthrown.

Amen! This is precisely what needs to happen at this very time—Satan’s kingdom, which he has had for two and even six thousand years, needs to be overthrown and secured by Immanuel with His bride. And yes, it seems to be Yahweh’s testimony and promise relative to me taking Jim with me. And, all of this that we are seeing evidences to be Yahweh’s handiwork, for which we praise Him and take hope. The clear reality is, He is the only one who can accomplish these things.

Thus, we see that we need to get out of these “Esau” bodies that were equally “first born,” and put on our “Jacob” bodies that have the birthright and the blessing! This is indeed the much-needed highest fulfillment of this most prophetic account, and that on numerous levels. Furthermore, Christians have NO IDEA concerning this—falsely thinking that death can afford them these bodies. No, we must be born from above, just as Yahshua Himself said (lit. of John 3:3 & 7) and fulfilled. THIS is the Jim/Isaac birth we must experience!

I am grateful to the Father for these two coalescing testimonies these two Aussie brothers independently provided, and with hope look to Him for the fulfillment of our Isaac born-from-above bodies—which He alone can provide, and hopefully soon.

In closing, let me add another item that has become evident and hopeful. There is reason to have hope that our trip to Africa could have the outcome of the fulfilling second bird of Leviticus 14, and we obtain long-awaited vital victory. On December 1 we will be going to Africa, the home of the black man. And we know in American history that it was the Abolition Movement in the freeing of the black man from slavery, that was the springboard for the destructive Women’s Rights Movement! This is a first-bird work at the nations level “kingdom of heaven” that has in so many ways brought death.

And we know that that which has been is that which will be. So, can the feminine Bride now go to Africa as a second-bird work at the higher kingdom level and bring about the “Abolition” of slavery that the curse on the black man has brought, securing his freedom from slavery to Satan, whose image is on Africa? Furthermore, since Africa is Christianity, can this be the springboard for the deliverance of Christianity and the church-whole from bondage to Satan as well? Can we thereupon by the grace and plan of Yahweh God see mankind’s deliverance from the master, Satan? This is in every regard our hope! And the fact is, Christianity has no idea at all how to deal with Satan so as to effect his/her end.
And frankly, when I went to Africa three years ago, the only calamity was that I stepped off a road in the night and significantly sprang my ankle. But in the last three years, the number of deaths, one as recent as two days ago, have been dramatic—as many as fifteen or twenty! People have been shot, slain by a wild animal, fallen over dead, poisoned, and slain with a machete. Obviously, these have greatly troubled Caleb! He was shot in the leg himself, and jailed three times, but he has endured through it all.

The very fact it has been three years evidences the three thousand years that man would suffer death by him who has the power of death, and some with violence. And if those days are not cut short to two thousand years, it would be “My God my God, why have you forsaken us?” My hope is that these did not die in vain, and that as Bride members will resurrect with the first Remnant. Furthermore, I hope these last three great and terrible years will be at an end and we will now see victory, and the gospel of truth will burst forth from Africa and spread throughout the entire world! Oh may it be so! Come quickly, Immanuel!

May Yahweh be praised forever, and may He reverse the curse on mankind!

Gary